: Several efforts are ongoing for the development of spherical gaseous time projection chamber detectors for the observation of rare phenomena such as weakly interacting massive particles or neutrino interactions. The proposed detector, thanks to its simplicity, low energy threshold and energy resolution, could be used to observe the ββ0ν process i.e. the neutrinoless double beta decay. In this work, a specific setup is presented for the measurement of ββ0ν on 50 kg of 136 Xe. The different backgrounds are studied, demonstrating the possibility to reach a total background per year in the detector mass at the level of 2 events per year. The obtained results are competitive with the present generation of experiments and could represent the first step of a more ambitious roadmap including the ββ0ν search with different gases with the same detector and therefore the same background sources. The constraints in terms of detector constructions and material purity are also addressed, showing that none of them represents a show stopper for the proposed experimental setup.
Introduction
In the last decade significative efforts were made in the development of spherical gaseous time projection chamber (TPC) detectors for the observation of low energy weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) as dark matter candidate. The main motivation for such a detector relies on its simplicity given by a single channel readout, the low energy threshold as small as 17 eV allowing to observe a single electron signal, and the good extrapolated energy resolution at the level of 0.4% RMS at 2.4 MeV [1, 2] . Recently the possibility to use such a detector for the search of neutrinoless double beta decays (ββ0ν) has been considered [3] using 136 Xe gas to fill the TPC sphere. The use of Xenon is motivated by its natural abundance of 136 Xe at ∼ 9%, its low cost and the fact that it is safe and easy to enrich. In this paper a possible setup of the detector is studied in detail, showing that its performance in terms of background events in the region of interest (ROI) can be as low as the one reached by other Xenon based experiments such as EXO [4] , NEXT [5] or KamLAND-Zen [6] . The possibility to set a limit on the ββ0ν decay using 136 Xe in a moderate volume detector would definitely be an important achievement, although it would be difficult to obtain competitive results compared to already running experiments with larger mass. The real breakthrough would be the possibility to use the same detector filled with different gases and to study the ββ0ν process for different isotopes (possibly with higher Q ββ than 136 Xe for an easier background rejection) and the same background sources.
Detector and simulation setup
The working principle of the sphere TPC can be seen in Fig. 1 : the electrons produced by the particles crossing and ionizing the Xenon gas are drifted towards the central anode. When the electrons are close enough to the anode they enter the avalanche region and they are collected by the anode itself to form the readout signal (see Ref. [1, 7] for more details). In the GEANT4 [8] based simulation developed for the presented studies, the electron drift and their avalanche were not considered: all the results are based on the Monte-Carlo (MC) information on the true energy deposition of the different particles where no quenching for α's is accounted for. This simplification does not affect the robustness of the results since no signal selection was made based on the reconstructed waveform. A Gaussian energy smearing on the deposited energy 
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the detector setup.
is applied before any selection cut: an energy resolution of 1% FWHM was assumed at 136 Xe Q ββ of 2.458 MeV [9] with an energy dependence proportional to √ E i.e.
The detector geometry was defined as follows (see schematic view in Fig. 2 ):
• Xenon active volume Inner sphere of 136 Xe active volume with a radius of 37 cm and a gas pressure of 40 bar corresponding to a total mass of about 50 kg. This choice, based on the results of a pressure and radius scan, is driven by the need of containing at least 80% of the ββ0ν electrons. Unless otherwise stated (e.g. in the neutron capture studies on the different Xenon isotopes of Sec. 4.4) , an enriched gas of pure 136 Xe is considered.
• Xenon vessel The active volume is contained in a Copper sphere with a thickness of 0.5 cm. Preliminary studies show that such a thickness is enough to assure the mechanical stability of the detector, and of course the thinner the Copper the smaller the background expected in the active volume.
• Liquid scintillator volume The Copper sphere is contained in a spherical liquid scintillator volume, assumed to be Linear Alkylbenzene (LAB) in our MC, with a thickness of 1.5 m (i.e. a radius of 1.875 m) which is used as veto volume. Such a veto provides a rejection of both events coming from the outside, and radioactive events generated in Copper, in particular 208 Tl as reported in Sec. 3.1.
• Liquid scintillator vessel The vessel is a sphere of a thickness of 2 cm. Stainless steel was considered as a first option, however, given the results obtained on the background contribution due to the vessel radioactivity (see Sec. 4.2) and on the trigger rate in the liquid scintillator (see Sec. 5), a vessel made of Copper seems a most appropriate choice.
• Shielding An external sphere of 20 cm of Lead and 5 cm of Copper was assumed as shielding. A smaller thickness resulted in a too large background rate from external gammas as reported in Sec. 4.3. The choice of using Lead and Copper is due to the fact that the study of external gammas is based on measurements performed at the Underground Modane Laboratory (LSM) which used a shielding made of Lead and Copper therefore the use of the same shielding resulted in a more reliable and less complicated MC.
In the following studies both the possible signal (ββ2ν and ββ0ν) and different backgrounds were simulated. Since GEANT4 does not include yet the double beta decay process for 136 Xe, the energy of the two electrons, both in the 2ν and in the 0ν case, is obtained from pre-computed spectra [10, 11] . Their angular correlation has not been included so far but the impact is expected to be a second order effect.
For what concerns the backgrounds, 60 Co decays, 232 Th and 238 U decay chains were simulated. A conservative time window of 10 ms was assumed to separate events in the decay chain considering the typical drift time of a few tens of µs and the signal width of the order of 1 ms. Given the half-life of 164 µs for 214 Po ( 238 U chain) and 300 ns for 212 Po ( 232 Th chain), Bi-Po decays are seen as a single event in our detector simulation.
Signal selection cuts
In this section the background rejection is studied considering the radioactive decays produced in the Copper vessel containing the active Xenon volume. The different decay chains are simulated inside the Copper volume with a constant probability per unit volume. Based on the obtained results the ROI is further optimised to maximise the possible limit which could be set on the half-life T 0ν 1/2 for the ββ0ν decay. The obtained ROI and the applied strategy for the background rejection will be used unchanged in the following sections for the studies of all the possible additional sources of background.
Background rejection strategy
The first step in the background rejection is given by the ROI selection. The different expected energy spectra for the signal and for the simulated background can be seen in Fig. 3 , where a ROI of ±1.5% with respect to the Q ββ is also shown. With the excellent energy resolution, assumed in the Gaussian smearing of the deposited energy as explained before, we see that the 208 Tl line at 2.6 MeV, issued by the 232 Th decay chain, is clearly out of the ROI whereas a tail of the 2. by the 232 Th decay chain) where gammas emitted in coincidence with the 2.6 MeV gamma line (possible source of signal in the ROI when not all the energy is deposited inside the Xenon active volume) can be identified. The energy deposited in the liquid scintillator for 232 Th events in the ROI can be seen in Fig. 4 : almost all the events are from 208 Tl and we clearly see the gamma lines emitted at 511 keV, 583 keV and 861 keV as expected [12] . The other events correspond to only a fraction of the energy of a gamma, or to a combination of more gammas. The fraction of events in which the β electron is observed in the liquid scintillator corresponds to about 1% of the observed energy depositions, since the electrons lose almost all their energy in the Copper volume. Test with a lower threshold in the LS at the level of 50 keV were performed showing an almost negligible improvement in the background rejection with the drawback of a more complicated light readout. An additional handle for a further background reduction can be given by the radial energy deposition distribution in the Xenon volume. The feasibility studies of such a radial reconstruction, based on the width of the measured signal affected by drifted electron diffusion, are ongoing. The preliminary results obtained with small prototypes at LSM are promising, however, in case the obtained precision is not sufficient, the possibility to read out the Xenon scintillation light and use it as a trigger for the drift starting time can be considered. Looking at the maximal radial distance
What do we see in LS?
• Almost all the events are from Tl208.
• We clearly see the gamma lines at 511 keV, 583 keV and 861 keV.
• In the other events we see only a fraction of gamma energy or combination of more gammas.
• The events where the beta electrons deposits energy in the LS are about 1%. for the considered setup, reaching a total rate of about 5 events after all cuts, as can be seen in Tab. 1. Considering that secular equilibrium in the Uranium chain can be assumed only starting from 226 Ra, the results were cross-checked simulating the chain starting indeed from Radium. The outcomes (3.0 ± 0.1 for 238 U and 3.1 ± 0.1 for 226 Ra) confirm that the simulation of the full Uranium chain does not bias the final background estimate.
ROI optimization
For the study of the background reduction cuts a ROI around the Xenon Q ββ with a width of 1.5% was assumed. However, the definition of the ROI can be optimized to maximise the experimental outreach. The variation of several parameters as a function of the ROI were studied, although the final choice of the ROI relies on the maximisation of the limit which could be set on the half-life T 0ν 1/2 . The parameters considered are:
• Total number of background events per year in the 50 kg Xenon active volume.
• Signal detection efficiency in the 50 kg Xenon active volume.
• Signal upper limit (S up ).
It is computed using a Bayesian upper limit for a Poisson parameter, using a uniform prior p.d.f., as explained in Ref. [13] :
where F −1 χ 2 is the quantile of the χ2 distribution (inverse of the cumulative distribution), b the expected background and n the number of observed events. The quantity p is defined as:
where F χ 2 is the cumulative χ 2 distribution and (1 − α) the confidence level.
• Limit on T 0ν
. It is computed according to the following formula:
where is the signal efficiency, N A the Avogadro's number, M the Xenon molar mass in g, T the exposure time in years, m the Xenon mass in g and S up the signal upper limit computed before for a C.L. of 90%.
Different ROI scans were performed namely:
• ROI centred on the Q ββ with varying width (up to ±1.5%).
• ROI starting at Q ββ − 1.5% with increasing width up to Q ββ + 1.5%.
• ROI starting at Q ββ + 1.5% with decreasing width down to Q ββ − 1.5%.
• ROI of 5 keV scanning the region between Q ββ − 1.5% and Q ββ + 1.5%.
The best performance can be achieved for a ROI centred on Q ββ and the largest sensitivity of T 0ν 1/2 > 2.5 × 10 25 years is obtained with a symmetric width larger than ±0.6% i.e. an energy window of [2.443-2.473] MeV, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , whereas all the other studied parameters are shown in Fig. 7 . Larger ROI up to 1.2% width would result into a very similar sensitivity but a larger background level. Using the optimal ROI selected based on the T 0ν 1/2 limit, the expected background amounts to ∼ 2 events per year whereas the signal upper limit is ∼ 4 events at a C.L. of 90% and the signal efficiency is ∼ 64%. In Fig. 8 a summary picture of the different background components is shown. Note that almost the totality of the remaining background is due to the 238 U chain: the detailed breakdown is 0.1 events per year from 60 Co, 0.3 events per year from 232 Th and 1.9 events per year from 238 U. The definition of the ROI as Q ββ ± 0.6% will be used in the following sections when addressing the possible additional sources of background. 
Background studies 4.1 ββ2ν
The signal issued by the ββ2ν process could be a source of background for events in the tail region. Assuming in a conservative way a 50 kg mass of pure 136 Xe and a mean lifetime T 2ν 1/2 of 2.165 × 10 21 years [13] , the total number of decays expected per year is about 70000. Considering the energy resolution of 1% FWHM at Q ββ , the fraction of events in the ROI is ∼ 10 −9 which corresponds to less than 10 −4 events per year. The ββ2ν contribution to the background is therefore completely negligible.
Background from liquid scintillator vessel
The 60 Co, 208 Tl and 214 Bi contamination of the material used as vessel for the liquid scintillator could result in a source of background. The first natural choice for the 2 cm thick spherical vessel with an inner radius of 187.5 cm was stainless Steel. A sample of 10 9 events for each background was generated uniformly in the Steel volume, and the number of events passing the selection cuts as explained in Sec. 3 was computed. Using the obtained rejection fraction, and asking for such a background to be negligible (i.e. smaller than 0.1 events per year), the maximal allowed activity of the Steel can be computed. The activity was indeed computed for different values of the liquid scintillator thickness and the results are shown in Fig. 9 , where the increase of stainless Steel mass at larger liquid scintillator thickness (i.e. larger stainless steel sphere radius) is already accounted for. It is clear that the Cobalt contamination does not represent an issue: for a liquid scintillator thickness of 1.5 m, as assumed in the studied setup, activities higher than 1 Bq/kg can be accepted, which is a limit much higher than what can be expected. On the contrary, the 208 Tl contamination is critical: for a liquid scintillator thickness of 1.5 m, an activity smaller than about 25 µBq/kg is required, whereas the typical activity in stainless Steel is of the order of a few mBq/kg [14] i.e. more than two orders of magnitude higher. The contamination of 214 Bi is less critical since the limit on the material purity is larger by a factor of ∼ 3 with respect to 208 Tl: as can be seen in Fig. 9 an activity smaller than 80 µBq/kg is required for a liquid scintillator thickness of 1.5 m. Given the importance of the purity of the vessel material in terms of 208 Tl contamination, the use of stainless Steel does not seem a viable option and the best option would be to use Copper as foreseen for the Xenon vessel. Considering that an activity of 10 µBq/kg can be achieved in Copper, with the proposed liquid scintillator thickness of 1.5 m we could afford to have a thicker vessel: even with a 5 cm thick sphere the background contribution would be below the limit of 0.1 events per year.
External gammas background
External gammas present in the laboratory represent another important source of background. A dedicated simulation was performed to evaluate the needed shielding in order to have a background contribution below 0.1 events per year. The simulation is based on the external gamma energy spectrum and rate measured at the LSM laboratory as explained in Ref. [15] . It has to be noted that the external background, as highlighted in Ref. [15] , depends on the environment itself and a difference up to a factor of 6 was found with respect to measurements carried out in other laboratories. In addition the gamma measurements, in particular in the energy range between 4 and 6 MeV, are detector dependent: despite the effort done by the authors to obtain an absolute measurement subtracting the detector component, the developed simulation could be affected by possible uncertainties in the used rates and spectra. Therefore, the results presented in this section should be taken as an order of magnitude of the background estimate, considering that an error up Figure 10: External gamma background spectrum in arbitrary units taken from Ref. [15] .
to a factor of 10 is not impossible. The external gamma spectrum used can be seen in Fig. 10 [15] . The background evaluation was carried out for three energy ranges separately: 1.7-4 MeV, 4-6 MeV and 6-10 MeV.
Energy range 1.7-4 MeV
The low energy range is mainly made of gammas produced by natural radioactivity in the materials surrounding the detector. The measured 208 Tl peak rate with no shielding is 4 × 10 −2 events cm −2 s −1 : considering that it accounts for about 33.5% of the gamma spectrum in the energy range considered, the total flux used in the MC is 0.12 events cm −2 s −1 . A reduction of ∼ 750 on the Thallium peak was observed with a shielding made of 10 cm of Lead plus 5 cm of Copper, resulting in a total rate of 1.6 × 10 −4 events cm −2 s −1 . As can be seen in Tab. 2, where the number of events passing the selection cuts is reported, the considered shielding is not enough to reduce the external gamma background to a negligible level. Note that such a shielding was not directly simulated in the MC but it was simply accounted for in the definition of the total expected rate. Two more configurations were studied, where an additional shielding of 5 and 10 cm Lead respectively was added in the MC as an additional spherical layer. The outcome of this study is that to reduce the external gamma background to a level of 0.1 events per year about 25 cm of shielding (total thickness of Lead plus Copper) are needed.
Energy range 4-6 MeV
In the presently considered energy range, a large contribution of gammas due to the detector itself is present. A detailed analysis to remove such a contribution was carried out in Ref. [15] expected rate due to real external gammas is 3.8 × 10 −6 events cm −2 s −1 .
Since the results presented in Sec. 4.3.1 on the rejection of low energy gammas showed that a shielding of ∼ 25 cm Lead is needed, such a setup was used as baseline.
As mentioned before only 10 cm Lead are actually simulated in the MC since the remaining 10 cm Lead and 5 cm Copper should be considered in the total rate determination. However, the rate assumed for external gammas in the current energy range does not include such a reduction factor (value not present in Ref. [15] ). The obtained background rate is therefore conservative since the considered setup would have an additional shielding (about 15 cm more) needed to reject low energy gammas. Out of the 10 9 events simulated, corresponding to a statistics of about 18 years, no event passed the selection cuts. Assuming a maximum allowed number of events of 2.3 with a C.L. of 90% using Poissonian statistics, a conservative upper limit of 0.13 events per year was obtained.
Energy range 6-10 MeV
Gammas at energy higher than 6 MeV are mostly due to neutron captures in the surrounding materials. The analysis is very similar to the one of the 4-6 MeV region, and the expected rate is 3.2 × 10 −6 events cm −2 s −1 . Looking at the 10 9 events simulated with 10 cm Pb shielding (conservative as explained in Sec. 4.3.2), no event remained after the selection cuts. Considering that a statistics of about 21 years was simulated, the Poissonian upper limit of 2.3 events at 90% C.L. results into a background upper limit of 0.11 events per year.
Neutron capture and high energy spallation neutron backgrounds
Neutrons produced by spallation of cosmic muons in the sourroundings of the detector, or issued by the radioactive decays and (α,n) reactions in the laboratory rock, could results in several types of background.
• Neutrons could be captured on different materials present in the laboratory such as Pb, Cu or Fe, and produce high energy gammas in the region of 6 to 10 MeV. Such a contribution has already been accounted for in the external gammas study reported in Sec. • Neutrons could be produced inside the detector by cosmic muons. Such a background can be considered negligible since muons entering the detector are very well tagged, and the low rate expected in underground laboratories (e.g. at LSM the cosmic muon rate is of 4 m −2 day −1 ) is small enough to apply a veto after each muon. Thus, neutrons produced by the muon itself can be rejected, as well as the ones issued by decays of cosmogenic isotopes possibly produced, without resulting in any sizeable detector dead time.
• Externally produced neutrons could enter the detector and be captured in the active volume on the different Xenon isotopes, with the emission of gammas having a total energy of few MeV. Such a background is specifically considered in this section.
• Spallation neutrons can be produced at energies as high as few GeV and the nuclear recoils could result into signals in the ROI difficult to reject. High energy neutrons are also dealt with in this section.
To estimate the background, as far as neutron captures are concerned, the active volume of the GEANT4 simulation was defined considering the natural abundance of the different Xenon isotopes without assuming any enrichment in 136 Xe. The results are therefore conservative since the neutron capture cross section of 131 Xe, one of the most abundant isotope, is larger by more than two order of magnitudes with respect to the one of 136 Xe, as can be inferred from Tab. 3. The external neutron flux of 4 × 10 −6 events cm −2 s −1 and their energy spectrum (as shown in Fig. 11 ) are taken from measurements performed at LSM [16] . A statistics of 6 × 10 8 events was generated outside the Pb shielding, equivalent to a data taking of ∼ 10 years. Since no specific shielding for neutrons such as Polyethylene was considered, and only 10 cm of Pb were used in the MC although at least 25 cm are needed to reject low energy external gammas (see Sec. 4.3.1), the obtained results can be considered as an upper limit and highly conservative. The neutron capture cross sections as well as the gamma de-excitation cascades on the different Xenon isotopes are already included in the GEANT4 toolkit. In Tab. 3 the fraction of neutrons absorbed on each Xenon isotope with the mean number of gammas emitted and the mean total energy are shown. The analysis on the simulated events resulted in no events selected as signal which at 90% C.L. give an upper limit of 2.3 events i.e. less than 0.23 events per year.
To study high energy neutrons the energy spectrum from Ref. [17] was used in the MC generator, and a flux above 10 MeV of 0.5 × 10 −9 cm −2 s −1 was assumed, which is a conservative estimate interpolating between the expectation for Gran Sasso underground laboratory and Sudbury one, at an underground depth of 4800 m.w.e. corresponding to the LSM laboratory. A statistics corresponding to 11 years of exposure was simulated outside the 25 cm Lead shielding: zero events were found in the ROI before applying any additional selection cut. The upper limit at 90% C.L. corresponds therefore at 0.21 events per year.
Radon background
The background related to 222 Rn has to be studied in detail. Given the property of such a gas to stick on different materials, the contribution to the background due to its presence inside the Xenon gas or in the liquid scintillator has to be evaluated. In addition 222 Rn quickly decays into 210 Pb which has a half-life of about 22 years and which could result into an almost constant source of background over the whole data taking. The first point to assess is the maximal amount of Radon which is acceptable inside the detector to keep the background at a level of less than 0.1 events per year. Assuming a constant probability per unit volume, the Radon decay chain was simulated inside the Xenon active volume and the full analysis chain was applied to the MC events. Note that, as stated in Sec. 2, a time window of 10 ms is used to separate events in the decay chain therefore the Bi-Po decays are seen as a single event in the current detector simulation, and no quenching for α's is considered.
Considering the fraction of events resulting into background is at the level of 2 × 10 −7 , the maximum amount of Radon allowed in the active Xenon corresponds to an activity of 50 µBq/kg, or equivalently to 12 mBq/m 3 . The Radon contamination in the liquid scintillator is less critical in terms of background: in more than 80% of the events there is an energy deposition in the liquid scintillator which is larger than the threshold of 200 keV used for the background rejection. The MC showed indeed that, at the same level of Radon contamination, the events issued in the liquid scintillator resulting into background are suppressed by more than one order of magnitude with respect to the ones issued in the active volume itself.
Cosmogenic background
Muons crossing the Xenon volume could produce cosmogenic nuclei inside the active volume. Some of them might result into a source of background since they are unstable and undergo beta decays which might yield electrons with energies in the ROI. In particular several isotopes of Iodine ( 130 I, 132 I, 134 I, 135 I) and Xenon ( 137 Xe) were considered based on the cosmogenic background measurements carried out by the EXO-200 experiment [18] . The largest source of background comes from 137 Xe whereas the contribution of Iodine isotopes is smaller by more than two orders of magnitude. After all selection cuts, about 0.18% of the 137 Xe events, uniformly generated inside the Xenon active volume, result into background. To estimate the rate of events per year, the number of produced 137 Xe cosmogenic nuclei is needed, which depends on the muon rate and on the production yield. A way to compute this is to use the production yield of 440 events per year measured by EXO-200 and rescale it by the Xenon mass i.e. by a factor of ∼ 3.4. This is very conservative since the muon rate at LSM, where we assume to have our detector, is smaller by more than a factor 100 with respect to the muon rate measured at Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) where the EXO-200 measurements were carried out. With the assumed 137 Xe production rate the background contribution is of 0.2 events per year, without taking into account the reduction due to the larger overburden. Considering that the production yield depends on the muon energy and that it might be a factor 4 higher at LSM with respect to WIPP [17] , the fact that the muon rate is about 100 times smaller results into a reduction of ∼ 25 i.e. less than 0.01 events per year.
Event rate in liquid scintillator
The liquid scintillator veto provides an important tool for background rejection as explained in Sec. 3.1, however there is a possible drawback: if the rate of events triggering the scintillator is too high, this would result into a signal inefficiency. All the possible sources contributing to the trigger rate in the liquid scintillator were considered as reported in Tab. 4 . In addition to the radioactive decays in the different spherical vessels, and the previously studied external gammas and neutrons, external gammas below 1.7 MeV were studied. They do not represent an issue in the background study due to their energy well below the ROI lower boundary, but they might have an impact on the total trigger rate of the liquid scintillator. Indeed they represent an issue if the shielding is not thick enough (38 Hz for 10 cm Pb + 5 cm Cu), however when the shielding is at the level of ∼ 25 cm of Lead as needed for the background reduction (see Sec. 4.3.1) the rate drops to 0.02 Hz. The largest contribution to the trigger rate comes from the radioactive decays in the vessel containing the liquid scintillator. The contribution of the full 238 U and 232 Th decay chains as well as the one of the 60 Co decay was evaluated. Their contributions are similar, yielding a total trigger rate in the liquid scintillator of about 0.9 Hz. The Radon contribution deserves a specific discussion. A limit on the maximal allowed activity of ∼ 50 µBq/kg has been set in Sec. 4.5 based on the desired maximal background of 0.1 events per year. This was driven by the contamination in the Xenon: the background issued by the Radon contamination in the liquid scintillator is indeed strongly suppressed by the veto provided by the liquid scintillator itself. The limit on the maximal accepted Radon activity based on the liquid scintillator trigger rate is however much more constraining. To keep the liquid scintillator trigger rate contribution below 1 Hz (i.e. the contribution due to the vessel) the maximal activity allowed is about 5 µBq/kg, which is one order of magnitude smaller than the allowed contamination inside the Xenon volume based on the background rate. Despite the high purity required, an activity of 5 µBq/kg is a factor of ∼ 100 higher that what has been already achieved in other detectors (e.g. the inner balloon of the KamLAND experiment [19] ), therefore it does not represent a show stopper for the considered detector design. An additional contribution to the trigger rate of the liquid scintillator comes from the 210 Pb surface contamination of the vessel if exposed to Radon before the detector assembly. Setting again as a limit a rate of 1 Hz and considering the vessel dimensions, a total deposition of about 1600 Radon daughters per cm 2 or an equivalent activity of 2 µBq/cm 2 can be afforded. This limit is one order of magnitude larger than what has already been achieved in CUORE [20] and in the setup at LSM [21] ( 210 Pb contamination of the order of 0.15 µBq/cm 2 ). The total trigger rate amounts to about 2.9 Hz: this is acceptable since assuming events 1 ms long, it would result into a signal inefficiency at the few per-mil level.
Pile up evaluation
In addition to the issue represented by the trigger rate in the liquid scintillator, all the possible sources of background could result into pile up. Events depositing energy in the Xenon active volume are dangerous since an additional energy deposition in the signal time window would affect the energy reconstruction. Of course background events yielding energy deposition in the active Xenon volume should not trigger the liquid scintillator, otherwise a veto would be applied and they would not contribute to the pile up. The expected pile up rates of the different considered sources was computed: as can be seen in Tab. 5 pile up is not an issue with the presently assumed background rates. The dominant contribution comes from the Radon contamination in the Xenon active volume, however with the assumed Radon contamination in the Xenon gas at the level of 50 µBq/kg, the pile up rate is totally negligible being of ∼ 1.5 × 10 −2 Hz. 
Light readout
In the background rejection it has been assumed that it is possible to observe energy deposits as small as 200 keV in the liquid scintillator. The feasibility of such a measurement is addressed in this section.
The liquid scintillator has to be instrumented with photomultipliers tubes (PMTs) in order to detect the scintillation light emitted by the particles depositing energy in the liquid scintillator. However, the presence of PMTs in the liquid scintillator results into an additional event rate increasing the possible accidental coincidence with a signal, and therefore the inefficiency. Even low radioactivity PMTs such as the ones of SuperNEMO [22] , have an activity at the level of 1 Bq per PMT which would increase by far the estimated trigger rate in the liquid scintillator. A different approach was therefore considered i.e. the use of wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers which can collect the scintillation light inside the liquid scintillator and transport it outside the metal vessel where they could be grouped in bundles and read by photodetectors. To assess the feasibility of such a readout, an optical simulation was included in the MC setup simulation where the fibers are distributed radially from the Xenon spherical vessel to the liquid scintillator one in an isotropic way as shown in Fig. 12 .
The following assumptions were made in the simulation:
• Energy deposits of 200 keV were simulated in the liquid scintillator volume assuming a flat volume distribution (i.e. same probability per unit volume).
• A light yield of 10000 photons per MeV was assumed [23].
• An absorption length of 20 m was assumed [24] .
• A reflection probability of 50% of optical photons on the metal vessel surfaces was assumed.
• BCF-92 WLS fibers [26] with a diameter of 2 mm were considered.
• The emission spectrum of the scintillator (modelled as a standard plastic scintillator since at this point the real chemistry of the LAB based scintillator is not defined) as well as the absorption one of the WLS fibers was taken into account as taken from Ref.
[26].
• All the optical photons reaching the fibers were counted as absorbed (the convolution of the absorbed spectrum photons with the real WLS absorption spectrum was done at the analysis level).
• An efficiency of 10% is assumed for the emitted photons to undergo total reflection inside the WLS fiber.
• The attenuation length inside the WLS fiber was not simulated since the effect is expected to be very small (attenuation length of about 10 m with respect to a maximal distance travelled by photons in the current setup of 1.5 m).
• A quantum efficiency of 25% was assumed in the conversion of the light to photo-electrons (p.e.).
The density of the WLS fibers was changed keeping an isotropic distribution and increasing the total number in a scan going from a total of 100 fibers up to 2500. Convoluting the spectrum of the emitted optical photons to the absorption spectrum of the BCF-92 WLS fibers, the net result is a reduction of a factor of ∼ 2 on the number of detected photons as can be seen in Fig. 13 . The resulting number of photo-electrons for the different configurations is summarized in Tab. 6. If 4 p.e. is considered a reasonable threshold to detect the signal, a configuration with about 2000 fibers is sufficient. The minimal number of p.e. in this configuration is 2.5 which is still large enough to assure an almost negligible veto trigger inefficiency. In addition some room of improvement is still possible since the scintillator emission spectrum could be better matched to the fiber absorption one. Note that the number of fibers does not correspond to the number of readout channels since fibers would be grouped together in bundles to be read by the same PMT. Indeed the number of PMTs has to be limited in order to avoid a high coincidence rate due to dark current: assuming a dark counting rate of the order of 200 Hz and a time window of 20 ns we should not exceed ∼ 50 PMTs to have a dark counting coincidence of about 1 Hz. Another possible solution would be the use of multi anode PMTs which have low dark counting rate at the level of 3 Hz per channel [25] .
A different light readout is also under investigation using transparent windows in the LS vessel with light guides on the outer part connected to PMTs. The same MC simulation was used and round windows with a radius of 10 cm were considered. Under the same liquid scintillator properties as detailed before, considering a quantum efficiency of 25% of the PMT and no light loss in the light guide between the transparent window and the PMT, the number of p.e. which could be observed was computed as a function of the number of windows. With 16 transparent windows we achieved a mean number of p.e. of 4.6 and a minimum number of p.e. of 1.8 which is comparable to the performance obtained using WLS fibers. The advantage of such a light readout is the reduced number of channels and the simpler detector layout.
Summary on the detector constraints
In the previous sections several constraints on the detector arose either from the requirement of a very low background, or from the allowed limit on the liquid scintillator trigger rate. None of them turned into a show stopper for the proposed experimental setup, nonetheless most of them demand a particular care in the choice of materials or on their handling. The most important points arisen in the previously presented studies are summarized in Tab. 7. 
Outlook
In the present paper we have decided to be conservative under many aspects and assess the proof of principle of a detector which could be built with the presently available technology. Nonetheless many features could be improved resulting into a further reduction of the background. Here below we report a non-exhaustive list of the different items under investigation which could be improved possibly resulting into a lower background or a more compact detector.
• The activity assumed for Copper is at the level of 10 µBq/kg whereas Copper with an activity ten times lower is available on the market. Such a reduction would result not only into a smaller background but also into the possibility to use a thinner volume of liquid scintillator for the veto reducing the size of the detector and therefore of the shielding.
• The energy resolution is a critical point: we assumed 1% FWHM at the Xenon Q ββ (i.e. 2.458 MeV) with a gas pressure of 40 bar. This has to be demonstrated, however previous measurements performed on Xenon TPC using 137 Cs source showed that a resolution of 0.4% FWHM can be achieved at 662 keV for Xenon densities below 0.6 g/cm 3 [27] . Test to measure the energy resolution in a spherical TPC filled with pure Xenon are ongoing at LSM whereas the drift and the amplification of the charge has already been demonstrated up to a few bars.
• The use of multi-ball central anode [28] is under investigation. The advantage would be a reduction of the high voltage, which could be a limiting factor when the sphere size gets too large, and the possibility to perform a coarse tracking which would be an additional handle in the background reduction. This is particularly true for 214 Bi induced background which is the result of multi-gamma events: a cut on a 3D energy deposition, more efficient than the ∆R cut applied in the performed analysis, seems to reduce the 214 Bi background by about 30%. Combined with recent developments in the waveform processing of the sphere TPC signal, a reconstruction of each individual ionization track might also be obtained.
• The available optical simulation showed that it is possible to read the light of the liquid scintillator detecting energy deposits of 200 keV. Further tuning is possible: a more detailed simulation, taking into account for example the diffusion of photons by Teflon which could be used to wrap the outer part of the Xenon vessel, will be developed to optimize the detector design and maximise the number of detected photo-electrons.
• If the scintillation light of the Xenon gas is detected, we would have a precise time stamp of the event allowing to make a coincidence with the liquid scintillator signal on a much smaller timescale and therefore reducing the accidental rate. In addition a precise time stamp of the event would result into a better radial reconstruction of the position. Different way of reading the Xenon light are under study including the possibility of having additional wavelength shifting fibers inside the Xenon vessel, or depositing some cathode on the inner source of the vessel to read the emitted electrons with the detector itself after their drift towards the central anode.
Conclusions
A possible setup for a spherical high pressure Xenon gas TPC for the search of ββ0ν decay has been studied. The presented setup consists of an inner Xenon volume and an outer volume made of liquid scintillator which is used as veto to reduce the background. Under the assumption of an energy resolution of 1% FWHM at the Q ββ of 2.458 MeV, an optimized ROI of Q ββ ± 0.6%, the possibility of a radial energy deposition reconstruction and a threshold of 200 keV for the liquid scintillator, a background of about 2 events per year was obtained with a signal efficiency of ∼ 64% and a limit of T 0ν 1/2 > 2.5 × 10 25 years. The obtained results assume some constraints on the allowed activities of the different materials as summarized in Sec. 8, although none of them represents a critical issue. Different possible backgrounds were studied showing that all of them can be reduced to the negligible level of 0.1 events per year in the detector mass of 50 kg. The trigger rate of the liquid scintillator was evaluated resulting in a total signal inefficiency below 0.4%. A simulation of the light readout, studying different possible options, was also performed showing that it is indeed possible to observe, with almost negligible inefficiency, energy depositions inside the liquid scintillator as small as 200 keV. The presented results show that the proposed detector could give competitive results with present experiment for what concerns internal background. This could be the first step of a more challenging roadmap which would include the use of different gases to measure the ββ0ν signal from different isotopes with the same detector (i.e. the same background sources), and possibly at a higher Q ββ therefore with a smaller background.
